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observations on the Anglo-American anthropological community between the two 
World Wars. Also of interest are diaries for the year 1915, which essentially 
deals with Keith's own American tour, and for the period from 1921 to 1932. 
The several hundred unbound letters in this collection include 
exchanges with such notable figures as Davidson Black, v. Gordon Childe, 
Eugene Dubois, w. K. Gregory, Earnest A. Hooten, Ales Hrdlicka, L. s. B. 
Leakey, Hen:cy Fairfield Osborn, and H. G. There is also a large col-
lection of letters written between 1935 to 1954 by a woman who identifies 
herself as "M," a lifelong friend of Keith and his deceased wife. These 
letters provide an intimate picture of Keith's private life after the death 
o£ his wife, Celia, in 1934. 
Further information on the Keith papers can be obtained from Mr. · 
E. H. Cornelius, Librarian, The RoYal College of Surgeons of England, 35-43 
Lincoln's Inn Fields, London WC2A 3PN, Eng land. 
II. NAVAJO RESEARCH MATERIALS OF ALEXANDER AND DOP.OTHEA LEIGHTON 
Alexander H. and Dorothea C.· Leighton have agreed to give to the 
Special Collections of Northe·rn Arizona University their important Navajo 
research materials. Over a period of time NAU will become the repository of 
various manuscripts, journals, field notes, letters, still photographs and 
materials, including a number of Navajo autobiographies (NAU Anthropology, 
V:4-VI:l [February 1982]). 
III. MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS IN PSYCHOLOGY AND RELATED AREAS 
Michael M. Sokol and Patrice A. Rafail have compiled A Guide to 
Manuscript Collections in the History of Psychology and Related Areas which 
is being published by Kraus International Publications (Millwood, N.Y.). 
Materials on anthropology are included as they relate to psychology. The 
Guide is divided into two main sections: one describing more than· 500 North 
American manuscript collections (arranged alphabetically according to the 
names of persons, families and institutions), and a second describing the 
major manuscript repositories in North America and Europe. 
RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 
Stephen J. Cross (doctoral candidate in the history of science, Johns 
Hopkins) is doing research on the organization of interdisciplinary, problem-
oriented research in America after World War I, using the Rockefeller, NRC 
and SSRC records, and focusing on local university enterprises, including the 
Institute of Human Relations at Yale and the H·arvard Business School Group 
(Mayo, Warner, etc.). . 
Ralph Dexter (Biological Sciences, Kent State U.) is revising his 
manuscript on "The putnam-Metz Co·rrespondence on Mound Explorations ±n Ohio" 
for publication. · 
May Ebihara (Anthropology, Graduate School, CUNY) is doing research 
on the social organization of American ethnology, ca. 1925-55, focusing on 
relationships between .social networks and the development/dissemination of 
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particular theoretical orientations, on the basis of interviews and 
university archives. 
Victor Golla (Anthropology, George Washington U.) is preparing the 
correspondence between Edward Sapir and Alfred Kroeber for publication, using 
materials in the Bancroft Library, Berkeley, and the Museum of Man, Ottawa. 
Jesse Green (English, Chicago State U.) is working on the history of 
anthropological work at Zuni pueblo and on a study of the first generation of 
anthropologists in the Southwest in the 1880s and 1890s. 
Ruth Harris (doctoral candidate in the history of science and medicine, 
Oxford) is researching a dissertation entitled "Murders and Madness: Legal 
Psychiatry and criminal Anthropology in Paris I 1880-1910." 
Robert Jones (Sociology, U. of Illinois, Urbana) has reoriented his 
research on William lbbertson Smith to cover the general process of "secular-
ization of consciousness" in Scotland from the high Middle Ages until the 
nineteenth century--although there will still be a long chapter on the 
scientific study of religion in Scotland, and a detailed chapter on Smith. 
Dr. Edward and Amalie M. Kass (Harvard Medical School) are carrying 
on research for a biography of Thomas Hodgkin, physician., ethnologist, and 
founder of the Aborigines Protection Society. 
Robert NYe (History, U. of Oklahoma) is completing a book entitled 
"Politics and Pathology: The Rise of a Medical Model of Deviance in the French 
Third Republic." 
. Kathleen Mooney (Anthropology, U. of Victoria, B.C.) is currently 
doing field research with members of the Hunt family for a biography of George 
Hunt. 
Richard Preston (Anthropology, McMaster u.) is doing research on 
Edward Sapir's ideas on linguistic drift. 
Nancy Sacharoff (Doctoral candidate, anthropology, San Francisco 
State U.) is doing research on the sources of Paul Radin's anthropology. 
Richard B. Woodbury (Weatherwood Rd., RFD 3, Amherst, MA 01002) is 
preparing a history of the Pecos COnference, and would welcome personal recol-
lections and reminiscences--particularly relating to converences at Chaco 
Canyon between 1927 and 1941. 
